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image source: Pexels.com the three wise monkeys show in a proverbial way that if we do not hear, we see or speak badly, we ourselves will be spared of all that is malignant and sinful. gandhiji was able to focus on his work with persistence and focus while he remained away from sinful thoughts and actions. in the context of an organization, the
actions of all employees put together form culture. Therefore, as an employee (if you are a team leader or team member,) your thoughts and feelings influence what you do; and, what you think, feel and how you act becomes the core of your work. to what we focus, expand! apply the wisdom of wise monkeys to work, means identifying and focusing on
the truth that molds as you think, decide and act in any situation. The evil in the proverb refers to all aspects that take away your time and does not help you to progress further. when you listen and see with an open mind, you are able to discern what needs your attention. what pays attention to manifests in all your actions through the day. How can
we put into practice the wisdom of the three wise monkeys in which gandhiji always believed? the key is to focus on the idea and not on the person. It is a more objective way to consider the situation that not only keeps you away from sick and draining thoughts, but also helps you explore different perspectives. 1. do not see any evil – be objective in
any situation, look at the basic problem in front of you and not the person or object associated with it. This takes away a lot of energy and time, eventually becoming a wasted activity. Although it is essential to identify the reason for what has happened, but remaining focused on the situation would be quickly drawn by seeking alternative solutions to
solve the problem. Coming from a subjective point of view, it can lead in negativity and prejudices between team members, customers, sometimes also resulting in business loss. Whereas, an objective viewpoint ensures that the problem is dealt with and solved as best as possible and as little as possible. Does that mean, don't raise your voice if you
see something really wrong? absolutely not! as a member of an organization, it is the duty of all to raise a voice against wrong practices. For example, if a customer service representative or sales representative does not speak correctly to the customer, be quick to correct the first. However, instead of blaming the person, focus on what could have
been done better and how business loss could have been avoided. in a situation of conflict, once again, see what the conflict is about and not that it is having that conflict. often we make judgments that rather than what and why; If you think about your experiences, you will only find itThe resolution. structuring our discussion to find good answers is
the key to effective collaboration also. 2. do not feel any harm – being authentic authenticity is to be honest and true in everything you do. to be authentic requires courage andas it involves being able to see the actions and hear the words as they are and respond nicely. So you should turn away negative emotions without paying attention? No, that's
not what we're saying. Feeling evil means being angry, fearful and envy. And at work, there can be multiple scenarios that can make you angry. It's not about destroying these negative emotions. For example: If you are angry at losing an important customer, you need to focus on the appropriate expression of anger through meaningful conversations
with your team members and change what really matters. Use your anger to start the positive changes needed in your approach to important customers, review mechanisms, etc. If you feel anxious and frustrated, for example about probably not meeting your goal this year, it is very likely that you have negative thoughts blur your mind. This can turn
into a complete story not to meet your numbers at loss of recognition for lease of key employees. Doesn't it look too heavy? If you feel it, in such cases, make yourself look at what you can do best and move your attention to that action. Being authentic is to recognize these feelings and choose to stay focused thinking and taking corrective actions.
Even if there is evil or evil around you, if you choose to remain motivated and centered, you will direct your ship towards progress, drowning so evil. 3. Don’t talk bad – Being aware is being aware. Be aware of what is happening around and within you. At work, ask yourself, what can I do to improve this situation? How will my actions change? If you
can't influence the result, choose to share it with someone who can and then get out of history. Once again, do not ignore what is not right, but do not cling. If you always participate in a group of people who constantly see what is wrong in everything and all, without a discussion about what can be done, even during a time period will develop a
similar attitude and also start feeling hopeless. Surrounded by positive people who are motivated, ambitious and want to make a positive difference in everything they do. Be aware of the screw office. Do not try to kill him; Instead, use the information that comes to you to take corrective actions. Not only will you surprise your teams, but also their
respect as a conscious and caring leader. As they say, actions speak louder than words. When you give feedback, be careful about the words you use. Be completely sure of what you are telling the person how he/she will take seriously and can also offend. Remember that you want to get results and not engage in criticism. The best feedback is what
isshared in an equal tone of voice and once again what focuses on corrective action by eliminating evil. Even after so many years, the principles governing the life of the father of our nation are strong and guidedway; both in our personal or professional life. being aware, focused and committed makes us go even if there are negativity or evil that
surround us. If you see problems as an opportunity and keep an open mind, you will have a better and clearer lens to see the world. it would be appropriate to conclude – let the millions of voices not drown your aspiration and uniqueness. Want to build a true, constructive and positive leadership? write to us at contact@yellowspark.in profile author:
deepam yogi is a heart-conscious adventurer, socially conscious in his instinct and professionally a strategic consultant. co-founded yellow spark to support organizations to build jobs that people love to be part of. deepam describes itself as a shy but weighted writer, and firmly believes that most answers to complex issues are in simple
communication. see no evil, hear no evil, and speak no evil. at workplace tags: employee wellness, internal communication, introspection, kaizen, leadership, mahatma gandhi, mindfulness, motivation, organization culture, team dynamics, three monkeys, training published on October 11, 2017 as part of my next publication of “The prosecutor of mr.
Darcy’s Cousin”, I completed the research on the three mystical monkeys, as there are references to the maximum extended story. I thought you'd like some history about this. Three wise monkeys 20 October 2007Tumi-1983~Licensing the copyright holder of this work has released this job in the public domain. The three wise monkeys (Japanese: 三.,
san’en or sanzaru, or 三の,, sanbiki no saru, literally “three monkeys”), sometimes called the three mystical monkeys, are a pictorial maxim. together they embody the proverbial principle of “do not see any evil, do not feel any evil, do not speak evil”. the three monkeys are mizaru, which covers the eyes, which sees no evil; kikazaru, which covers the
ears, which does not feel any harm; and iwazaru, which covers his mouth, which does not speak badly. there are various meanings attributed to monkeys and proverb, including associations with being of good mind, speech and action. in the Western world the phrase is often oata to refer to those who are dealing with misuse by turning a blind eye. In
English, the names of the monkeys are often given as mizaru, mikazaru and mazaru, as the last two names were corrupted by the Japanese originals. the source that made this pictorial maxim popular is a sculpture of the xvii century on a door of the famous sanctuary of Tōshō-gū a nikkō, in japan. The carvings of the Toshogu Shrine were carved by
jingoro hidari, and believed they had incorporated the code of confucius conduct, using the monkey as a way to describe the cycle of human life. there are a total of 8 panels, and the iconic three sagesmonkeys come from panel 2. Philosophy, however, probably originally came to Japan with a Tendai-Buddhist legend, from China in the 8th century
(Nara Period). It wasthat the figures represent the three dogmas of the so-called middle school of the cult. In Chinese there is a similar phrase in the Analetti di Confucius from the 2nd to the 4th century BC: “Do not look at what is contrary to property; do not listen to what is contrary to property; do not speak what is contrary to property; do not make
any movement that is contrary to property” (,, ,川, )., ).大). It may be that this phrase was shortened and simplified after it was brought to Japan. It is through the Kōshin rite of popular religion that the most significant examples are presented. The faith or practice of Kōshin is a popular Japanese religion with Chinese Taoist origins and the ancient
Shinto influence. It was founded by the Buddhist monks Tendai at the end of the 10th century. A large number of stone monuments is located throughout the eastern part of Japan around Tokyo. During the later part of the Muromachi period, it was customary to show stone pillars depicting the three monkeys during the observance of Kōshin.
Although teaching had nothing to do with monkeys, the concept of the three monkeys was born from a simple game on words. The saying in Japanese is mizaru, kikazaru, iwazaru (繁и, ,光Ã ̈, ?) “Don’t see, don’t listen, don’t talk.” However, -zaru, an archaic conjugation of the negative verb, is pronounced the same as zaru, the vocal form of saru (.),
“monkey,” so that the saying can also be interpreted as the names of three monkeys. It is also possible that the three monkeys came from a more central root of a game on words. The shrine of Nikko is a Shinto shrine, and the monkey is an extremely important being in the Shiny religion. It is believed that the monkey is the messenger of Hie Shinto
shrines, which also have links with Tendai Buddhism. There are also important festivals that are celebrated during the year of the Monkey (which occupy every twelve years) and a special festival is celebrated every sixteenth year of the Kōshin. “The three mystical monkeys” (Sambiki Saru) were described as “the participants of Saruta Hito no Mikoto
or Kōshin, the God of the streets”. The Kōshin festival was held on the 60th day of the calendar. It has been suggested that during the festival of Kōshin, according to old beliefs, their bad actions could be referred to the sky “unless actions were taken....” It has been theorized that the three mystical monkeys, not seeing, listening or speaking, may
have been the “things that have been wrong in the last 59 days”. According to other reports, the monkeys made Sanshi and Ten-Tei not see, say or listen to the bad actions of a person. The Sanshi (三三.) are three worms living in everyone's body. The Sanshi keep track of the good deeds and in particular the bad deeds of the person they live. Every 60
days, the night called the Kōshin-Machi (待不), if the personthe Sanshi will leave the body and go to Ten-Tei Ten-Teithe heavenly God, to report on the works of that person. Ten-Tei will then decide to punish the bad people, making them sick, shortening their living time, and in extreme cases ending their lives. Those Kōshin believers who are right to
fear will try to stay awake during the nights of Kōshin. This is the only way to prevent Sanshi from leaving their body and referring to Ten-Tei. An ancient representation of the ‘no see, no hear, no say, no do’ can be found in four gold figurines in the Zelnik Istvan Southeast Asian Gold Museum. These golden statues date back to the 6th and 8th
centuries. The figures look like tribal people with unspecified bodily carvings and strong fial symbols. This set indicates that philosophy comes from very ancient roots. Meaning of Proverb Just as there is disagreement on the origin of the sentence, there are several explanations of the meaning of “seeing no evil, not hearing any evil, not speaking
bad”. *In the Buddhist tradition, the proverb's tenets are not about to dwell on evil thoughts. *In the Western world, both the proverb and the image are often used to refer to a lack of moral responsibility by people who refuse to recognize improperness, looking at the other way or pretending ignorance. * It can also mean a code of silence in bands, or
organized crime. Sometimes there is a fourth monkey depicted with the other three; the last, Shizaru, symbolizes the principle of “doing no harm”. It can be shown by crossing the arms or covering the genitals. In another variant, a fourth monkey is depicted with a sulphate posture and the “do not have fun” goat. Cultural influence The three wise
monkeys and the associated proverb are known throughout Asia and the Western world. They were a motif in images, such as the ukiyo-e (Japanese wood print) by Keisai Eisen and are often represented in modern culture. Mahatma A remarkable exception to his non-possession lifestyle was a small statue of the three monkeys. Today, a larger
representation of the three monkeys is well visible at the Sabarmati Ashram in Ahmedabad, Gujarat, where Gandhi lived from 1915 to 1930 and from where he moved on his famous salt march. The Gandhi statue also inspired a 2008 work by Subodh Gupta, Three Monkeys by Gandhi. In the Planet of the Apes (1968) near the end of the court to
determine the origins of Taylor, the three judges of orangutan hit a three monkeys of wise laying, underlining their refusal to recognize evidence at odds with their dogma. The maxim inspired an award-winning 2008 Turkish film by director Nuri Bilge Ceylan called Three Monkeys (Üç Maymun.) Maymun.)
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